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Abstract: Three different forms of the Kappa statistic were used to compare simulated and observed maps to assess the predictive capability of a dynamic vegetation
model. Kappas were used to compare vegetation model performance considering
both individual vegetation classes and merged vegetation phases. The overall Kappa
increased slightly from 0.18 to 0.21 and 0.23, when different vegetation phases were
resampled from the original 10 m cell size to 30 m and 50 m cell sizes, respectively.
Similarly, overall Kappa improved from 0.18 to 0.55 and 0.71 when the neighborhood cells within a buffer distance of 10 m and 20 m, respectively, were considered.
Different forms of the Kappa statistic (K, Kloc, Kqty) are valuable indicators to study
the performance of vegetation models and identify parameters (e.g., quantity or location) for improvement in the model results.

INTRODUCTION
A variety of ecological models have evolved to address the impact of environmental variables and human influences on vegetation species (e.g., Botkin et al., 1972;
Franz and Bazzaz, 1977; Phipps, 1979; Pearlstine et al., 1985; Mahoney and Rood,
1998; Braatne et al., 2002; Baptist, 2005; Glenz, 2005; Hooke et al., 2005; Murphy
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et al., 2006). The main objective of these vegetation models is to predict change in
vegetation species at different temporal and spatial scales, for restoration planning
and management. Some of these models are transect based (e.g., Botkin et al., 1972;
Mahoney and Rood, 1998; Braatne et al., 2002; Hooke et al., 2005; Murphy et al.,
2006), while others are based on spatially distributed data (e.g., Poiani and Johnson,
1993; Carmel et al., 2001; Baptist, 2005; Glenz, 2005). The spatially distributed models are developed at different cell sizes (i.e., 1 m, 5 m, 10 m, 50 m, 100 m, 1 km, etc.),
but there is no specific cell size that is universally appropriate to simulate the impact
of environmental (e.g., hydrology, climate, fire) and human or other disturbances, on
vegetation species or communities.
Methods to analyze vegetation model performance include a cell-by-cell comparison using an error matrix and an area balance method (e.g., Davis and Goetz, 1990;
Poiani and Johnson, 1993; Carmel et al., 2001; Benjankar et al., 2007). It is clear
that the traditional “visual judgment” approach is highly subjective (Foody, 2002)
and inappropriate, given that many other quantitative approaches are available to
validate simulated maps. The area balance method ignores the spatial distribution of
species, whereas the error matrix incorporates spatial distribution in the error analysis
(Congalton and Green, 2008). Most commonly, the area balance approach has been
used in studies that focus on modeling to simulate change in vegetation (e.g., Poiani
and Johnson, 1993; Carmel et al., 2001).
The error matrix is an accuracy assessment method that compares simulated
and observed maps on a cell-by-cell basis (Foody, 2002; Chandra and Ghosh, 2006;
Congalton and Green, 2008). The error matrix approach has been used in studies to
predict vegetation based on topography, geology, solar radiation, and temperature
(e.g., Davis and Goetz, 1990; Dymond and Johnson, 2002). Overall accuracy, as well
as errors for each data category (class) (Chandra and Ghosh, 2006) based on the proportion of correctly classified data are calculated as part of the error matrix. The error
matrix provides additional information that an area balance method does not. For
example, an overall Kappa can be computed from the error matrix and indicates the
agreement between the observed and predicted maps, eliminating those contributed
by chance (Chandra and Ghosh, 2006). It is necessary to incorporate the expected
proportion for correct classifications due to chance in an index of agreement (Pontius,
2000).
There are many concerns about using overall Kappa to evaluate and compare maps
(Stehman, 1997). An example of one problem is that some classes may be allocated
as a correct class purely by chance (Pontius, 2000). The overall Kappa (K) provides
information about overall error (incorporating both quantity and location), but a GISbased map comparison should be judged on its capability to accurately produce both
quantities and locations of different categories (Congalton, 1991). Therefore, the overall Kappa alone may not offer useful information because it mixes both location and
quantity equations (Pontius, 2000). The cell-by-cell agreement between the two maps
only contains information about the specific cells. It yields zero agreement when a
cell is not overlapped with the same category correctly, although the correct category
is found in a neighboring cell (Pontius, 2002). Thus, it fails to differentiate between a
near-miss and a far-miss, spatially. Therefore, it may be useful to compare specific categories from the simulated map to those observed in different cell sizes using aggregate
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techniques. Furthermore, the error matrix and its accuracy coefficient do not provide
any information such as the spatial distribution of the error (Steele et al., 1998).
Various ecological models have been developed to assess the ecological losses
due to river management. Most of them have been based on transect or cross-section
data (e.g., Mahoney and Rood, 1998; Murphy et al., 2006) and the static equilibrium
concept (Auble et al., 1994). For this study, a dynamic rule-based spatially distributed vegetation model “CASiMiR-vegetation” was developed to simulate vegetation
dynamics based on river floodplain physical parameters, observed data, and expert
knowledge (Benjankar, 2009) for the Kootenai River floodplain. The Kootenai River
Basin is an international watershed originating in the northern Rocky Mountains
of eastern British Columbia, Canada. The current model is preferred to a transectbased static equilibrium model for prediction of future vegetation (Scanlan and
Archer, 1991), because ecological systems are dynamic over a variety of spatial and
temporal scales. The model uses floodplain physical parameters simulated using a
two-dimensional hydrodynamic model that represents the flow better than the traditional one-dimensional model across the floodplain (Horritt, 2000; Horritt and Bates,
2002). Furthermore, the model was built as a tool for operational loss assessment and
to manage riparian floodplain vegetation. It is grid-based (raster, 10 m × 10 m cells)
and simulates vegetation succession or retrogression in annual time steps. It consists
of several modules, including a start module, a succession/retrogression module, and
a visualization module. The model functions with a Boolean logic and relies on hard
thresholds provided by users.
The objective of this study is to examine the performance of the CASiMIRvegetation model using geographic information system (GIS) and remote sensing
techniques. Testing of a vegetation model’s predictive capability is necessary before
management implementation and application to geographic locations other than where
it was originally developed. While the error matrix is a commonly used approach in
remote sensing, it is rarely used in application for dynamic vegetation models. Data
from a calibration area were used to study predictive capability of the vegetation
model by calculating overall accuracy (OA), three forms of Kappa (overall, location,
and quantity), and Z statistical tests between the observed and simulated maps.
Vegetation phase aggregation using a resampling approach reveals the best
spatial cell size for the highest agreement between the observed and simulated maps.
Consideration of neighborhood cells within a specified buffer distance indicates
whether the error between the observed and the predicted cell of a specific vegetation
phase is a near- or far-miss. Overall, this study demonstrates the usefulness of remote
sensing and GIS statistical techniques for comparing simulated with field-surveyed
maps for dynamic vegetation models.
STUDY AREA
The Kootenai River flows through Libby (Montana), Bonners Ferry (Idaho), and
crosses the U.S.–Canada boundary before entering Kootenay Lake (Fig. 1). This study
focuses on the braided reach of the Kootenai River, located between Bonners Ferry
and approximately 11 km upstream. The braided reach is considered to be a transitional section between the canyon and meandering reaches. This reach consists of a
wide floodplain and active channel. The natural flow regime of the Kootenai River
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Fig. 1. Study area.

is snowmelt dominated (Hoffman et al., 2002), which results in a high, sustained
peak in late spring. The Kootenai Basin has been intensively managed since the late
1800s (Tetratech, 2004) and impacted by backwater effects from Corra Linn Dam
at Kootenay Lake. The construction of Libby Dam on the Kootenai River near the
town of Libby, Montana began in 1966. The hydrologic regime of the Kootenai River
shifted noticeably following completion of Libby Dam in 1973, altering peak flow,
sediment transport, aquatic habitat, and riparian vegetation.
METHODOLOGY
The agreement between the field-observed and simulated maps and the scale
effect on the agreement were performed by calculating accuracy parameters from the
error matrix. These parameters included the overall accuracy (OA), overall Kappa
agreement (K) between the observed and simulated maps, Kappa contributed by location (Kloc) and quantity (Kqty), and Z statistics.
The overall accuracy (OA) is the proportion of correctly predicted cells (the diagonal elements in the error matrix) to the total number of cells at the assessment sites
(Chandra and Ghosh, 2006; Congalton and Green, 2008).
1
P A = --n

k

¦ pii .

i=1

The omission error is a ratio of the sum of all non-diagonal elements along each
row to row totals of a specific class (Chandra and Ghosh, 2006). This informs the
proportion of cells that are omitted by the simulated map for the specific class. The
commission error is the sum of total non-diagonal elements in the column direction
divided by the column total for a specific class (Chandra and Ghosh, 2006). This indicates the extra proportion of cells that is identified as the specific class.
The overall Kappa (K) is a measure of the overall agreement between observed
and simulated maps (due to both quantity and location). A value of 1 indicates perfect
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agreement, and 0 indicates the agreement is the same as expected by randomly arranged
cells (Chandra and Ghosh, 2006; Congalton and Green, 2008).
P A –P E
K = ------------------------------1–P E

P A =
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¦
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i=1
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where n is the total numbers of cells at the site, K is overall Kappa, P(A) is the fraction
of agreement between the observed and simulated maps, P(E) is the expected fraction
of agreement by chance, and k refers to the categories in the data set.
The Kappa location (Kloc) provides information about the agreement between
simulated and observed maps in regards to location (Pontius, 2000).
P A –P E
K loc = -------------------------------------P max – P E

P max =

k

¦ min piT , pTi ,

i=1

where P(max) is the maximum fraction of agreement subject to the observed distribution, which means the maximum agreement that could be attained if the location of the
cells in one of the maps is rearranged.
The Kappa quantity (Kqty) describes agreement due to the quantity or number of
cells in each category for a fixed Kloc (Pontius, 2000). We used the following equation
adopted by Hagen (2004).
P max – P E
K qty = -------------------------------------- .
1–P E

The Z statistical test uses null hypothesis testing. The null hypothesis is H0:K1= 0
and the alternative H1:K1 ≠ 0, H0 is rejected when when Z ≥ Zα/2 (Congalton and Green,
2008), where, α/2 is the confidence level of the two-tailed Z test. The Z statistic test
offers two types of information. First, it determines whether the independently computed Kappa is better than one from a random model. Second, it determines whether
two independently computed Kappas are significantly different. At the 95% confident
level, the critical value of Z is 1.96. The equations used for significance testing are
shown below.
The test statistic for testing the significance of a single error matrix is given by
(Congalton and Green, 2008):
K1
-.
Z = ----------------------var K 1

Similarly, the test statistic for testing whether two independent error matrices are significantly different (Congalton and Green, 2008) is given by:
K1 – K2
Z = --------------------------------------------------- ,
var K 1 + var K 2
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where K1 and K2 are the computed Kappa for error matrix one and two and var(K1) and
var(K2) are corresponding estimates of the variance in each error matrix. These variances are calculated as a sample variance of Kappa using the delta method (Congalton
and Green, 2008).
Agreement between Field-Observed and Simulated Map
Cell-by-cell comparison was performed between simulated and observed maps
using an error matrix for individual vegetation classes as well as vegetation classes
that were merged (herein referred to as “phase”). The dynamic vegetation model
was used in a yearly time step from 1911 to 2007 (n = 97 years) to simulate vegetation dynamics at the study area. The year 2006 was used to compare the observed
and simulated vegetation maps because the vegetation field survey was conducted in
2006. Eleven classes of vegetation (Table 1) were included in the simulation, although
wet forbs and shrubs, and reed, forbs, and shrubs were absent in the observed map
(Benjankar, 2009). To calibrate and validate the model, only the areas that remained
relatively natural without human influence were considered, although this assumption
may not have been particularly valid at the lower Kootenai River (Benjankar, 2009).
Therefore, the total number of cells at the calibration area is 9,123 at the 10 m cell size
(total area of 0.91 km2).
Overall accuracy, K, Kloc, and Kqty were calculated using two different methods
(Visser and Nijs, 2006). The first method (herein referred to as “individual”) considered
all vegetation classes as different and independent of one another. The second method
(herein referred to as “merged”) considered vegetation with similar physical habitat
requirements and characteristics (e.g., Davis and Goetz, 1990) merged together into
five different phases. For example, gravel and sand bar, and pioneer vegetation were
considered similar and merged together as a colonization phase (Benjankar, 2009) to
calculate the overall accuracy and Kappa of the vegetation phases (Tables 1 and 2).
The quantity (omission and commission) and spatial distribution of error for each
vegetation phase were calculated (Table 3). The spatially distributed error map and
proportion of error associated with a specific vegetation phase was estimated based on
the area corresponding to each error class and total site area by eliminating each error
polygon that was smaller than 400 m2 (four cells). Polygons smaller than four cells
were eliminated to avoid single-cell polygons.
Scale Effect on Agreement between Maps
The original 10 m cell-size field and simulated maps of different vegetation phases
were resampled into 30 m and 50 m cell sizes to analyze the scale effect on agreement
between maps. Similarly, neighborhood cells within one-cell and two-cell buffers (30
m × 30 m area and 50 m × 50 m area, respectively) were considered to study the error
caused by the distance between the observed and the predicted cell of the specific
vegetation phase.

204
303
304
305
306
OA

Code

0
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
6

103w

Description

0
3
0
0
0
8
0
7
0
14
0
32

0
127
87
77
0
194
0
79
89
1739
141
2533

No. of simulated cells
203x
204x

Reed, forbs, and shrub
Cottonwood and willow shrub
Young cottonwood forest
Old cottonwood forest
Mature mixed hardwood forest
Overall accuracy

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
3
15
0
20
Kloc = 0.15

104w

v
w
x
y
z
*

Code

0
112
0
0
0
14
0
61
2
30
4
223
Kqty = 0.28

303y

Description

0
20
5
20
0
214
0
252
269
1422
112
2314

305z

0
0
9
4
0
0
0
36
42
970
42
1103
OA = 0.18

306z

Colonization phase
Wetland phase
Reed and grassland phase
Cottonwood young transition phase
Cottonwood old transition phase
Species merge into phases

0
202
0
12
0
735
0
361
80
338
7
1735

304y

a

See grid codes. K = Kappa; Kloc = Kappa location; Kqty = Kappa quantity; OA = overall accuracy. Superscripts on grid codes apply to Table 2.

Gravel and sand bar
Pioneer vegetation
Deep marsh
Shallow marsh and wet meadow
Wet forbs and shrub
Reed and forbs

0
0
24
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
26

100
101
102
103
104
203

6
19
0
0
0
3
0
4
0
25
4
61
K = 0.04

102w

Description

23
519
0
1
0
169
0
215
77
66
0
1070

No. of fieldobserved cells
100v
101v
102w
103w
104w
203x
204x
303y
304y
305z
306z
Sum

101v

Code

100v

Grid code:

Table 1. Error Matrix and Kappa Statistics at 10 m Cell Size for Individual Vegetation Classesa

29
1002
128
119
0
1337
0
1015
563
4620
310
9123

Sum
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Table 2. Error Matrix for Field-Observed and Simulated Vegetation Phases (merged
vegetation classes) at the 10 m Cell Sizea
No. of simulated cells
Grid code:

v

w

x

y

z

Sum

No. of fieldobserved cells

v

567

0

130

314

20

1031

w

1

32

164

12

38

247

x

172

0

202

749

214

1337

y

296

4

175

504

599

1578

z

95

16

1894

379

2546

4930

1131

52

2565

1958

3417

9123

Sum

No. of correctly simulated cells considering neighborhood
bf

30 m

805

63

567

878

3906

50 mbf

919

70

878

1073

4514

Using the 10 m cell size, the neighborhood cells were also considered (lower table). The
30 mbf and 50 mbf represent a one-cell buffer (30 m × 30 m area) and a two-cell buffer (50
m × 50 m area), respectively. Refer to Table 1 for grid code and Table 4 for corresponding
accuracy statistics.
a

Table 3. Omission and Comission Error for Different Vegetation Phases
Based on Cell by Cell Comparison at 10 m Cell Sizea
Omission
N

A%

1031
247

Reed and grassland

1337

Cottonwood young
transition

1578

Cottonwood old
transition

4930

Phases
Colonization
Wetland

Commission

ON

%

N

A%

CN

%

11

464

45

1131

12

564

50

3

215

87

52

1

20

38

15

1135

85

2565

28

2363

92

17

1074

68

1958

21

1454

74

54

2384

48

3417

37

871

25

a
N = total number of cells; A% = ratio of specific vegetation phase area to total study area;
ON = total number of omitted cells; CN = total number of additional cells; % = omission or
commission error.

Resampling
Resampling was performed using the “majority” option in ArcGIS (ESRI,
Redlands, CA). The majority option determines the new value of the cell based on the
most popular values within the considered window. As an example, Figures 2A and
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Fig. 2. Resampling and focal statistics considering the neighborhood cells within different resolutions. Numbers represent different vegetation phases (or classes). A. Original simulated vegetation map (10 m cell size). B. Simulated map after resampling to 30 m cell size. C. Extracted
vegetation from original 10 m map. D. Map for specific vegetation after using focal statistic
function of one cell buffer (30 m × 30 m area). E. Observed vegetation map at 10 m cell size.

Table 4. Kappa Statistics (K, Kloc, and Kqty) and Overall Accuracy (OA) for Cell
Sizes of 10 m, 30 m, and 50 ma
Cell
size, m

*OA

*K

*Kloc

*Kqty

10

0.42

0.18

0.25

0.73

R

Nhbf

R

Nhbf

R

Nhbf

R

Nhbf

30

0.41

0.68

0.21

0.55

0.30

0.75

0.69

0.73

50

0.42

0.80

0.23

0.71

0.34

0.97

0.66

0.73

a
Asterisk symbol (*) denotes the value after merging vegetation classes into phases; R refers
to resampling to 30 m and 50 m cell sizes; Nhbf refers to retaining the original 10 m cell size
and considering a one-cell buffer (30 m × 30 m area) or a two-cell buffer (50 m × 50 m).

2B show the original vegetation classes at 10 m cell size and after resampling to 30 m
cell size with the majority option. Three different forms (K, Kloc, Kqty) of Kappa were
calculated (Table 4) comparing field and simulated maps of corresponding cell sizes
(i.e., 30 m and 50 m).
Neighborhood Cells
To study the change in agreement between observed and simulated maps by considering neighborhood cells, full agreement is given if a particular category is exactly
overlapped or found within a specified cell buffer distance (i.e., vegetation phase 3
in Fig. 2E is compared to all cells within a one-cell buffer distance in Fig. 2D). If the
specific vegetation phase is found in neighborhood cells within a specified buffer distance (e.g., one cell), it indicates a near-miss. A far-miss corresponds to the situation in
which a specific vegetation phase is found beyond the defined buffer distance. In the
given example (between Figs. 2D and 2E), the overall accuracy will be 75%, or otherwise 0% if the neighborhood cell was not considered, because the observed vegetation
category 3 was not overlapped with the simulated category 3 (Fig. 2C). Therefore, this
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Fig. 3. Simulated and observed maps (10 m cell size) of individual vegetation classes at the
calibration area.

approach assumes an increase in the number of correctly predicted cells and overall
accuracy due to the presence of a particular category within specified buffer distances.
However, the error matrix remains the same as in the original 10 m cell size. As a
result, overall agreement (K) and agreement due to location (Kloc) will increase, but
agreement due to quantity (Kqty) remains constant.
Each specific vegetation phase (Fig. 2C) was extracted from the original simulated
vegetation map (Fig. 2A). A new map for specific vegetation (Fig. 2D) was created
from the extracted map using focal statistics with the neighborhood function tool in
ArcGIS. Figure 2D shows a new map using the focal statistic function of 30 m resolution (one buffer distance). This new simulated map for specific vegetation (Fig. 2D)
was compared with the field-observed map with all vegetation classes (Fig. 2E). This
comparison provided information on the number of cells corresponding to specific
vegetation overlapped with different vegetation in the field map. The three different
forms of Kappa were calculated based on the original error matrix (10 m cell size) and
modified overall accuracy.
RESULTS
Agreement between Field-Observed and Simulated Map
Overall accuracy and Kappa was 18% and 0.04, respectively (Table 1) when analyzed with individual vegetation classes. Kappa due to location (0.15) and quantity
(0.28) were comparatively low, resulting in significantly low overall Kappa. The most
accurate simulated vegetation was old cottonwood forest (1,422 cells), even though
a large portion (1,739 cells) of this category was simulated as reed, forbs, and shrub
(Table 1 and Fig. 3). The CASiMIR-vegetation model overpredicted gravel and sand
bar, while it underestimated pioneer vegetation.
The overall accuracy (42%) and Kappa (0.18) improved when vegetation classes
were merged into phases (Table 4). As expected, the Kappa due to location (0.25)
and quantity (0.73) improved noticeably. More than half of the total studied area was
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Fig. 4. Simulated and observed map (10 m cell size) of merged vegetation phases at the calibration area.

occupied by the cottonwood old transition phase (4,930 cells) and a significant portion
(1,894 cells) of this phase was simulated as the reed and grassland phase (Table 2 and
Fig. 4). The model overpredicted the reed and grassland phase (2,565 cells) as well as
the cottonwood young transition phase (1,958 cells). As a result, it underestimated the
cottonwood old transition phase (3,417 cells).
The most accurate simulated vegetation was the colonization phase (1,031 cells
in Table 3). Approximately less than 3% (247 cells in Table 3) of the total studied area
was occupied by the wetland phase. The model underpredicted (52 cells) the wetland phase because some of the locations belonging to this phase were simulated as a
reed and grassland phase (Fig. 4). The cottonwood old transition phase was simulated
across 37% (Table 3) of the total study site, and the remaining area was mapped as
colonization (12%), wetland (1%), reed and grassland (28%), and cottonwood young
transition (21%). About 7% (Fig. 5) of the simulated cottonwood old transition phase
was mapped as cottonwood old transition phase. The largest commission error was
estimated in the reed and grassland phase (Table 3), where 22% (Fig. 5) of the total
study site was mapped as cottonwood old transition phase. Similarly, the cottonwood
old transition phase had the smallest commission error. The model simulated the cottonwood old transition phase at 7% (Fig. 5) of the total study site, where it was mapped
as the cottonwood young transition phase.
Across 10% of the total study site, the cottonwood young transition was simulated
where reed and grassland was mapped (Fig. 5). It was observed that the model simulated 564 extra cells as a colonization phase (Table 3), among which 296 cells (Table
2) belonged to the cottonwood young transition phase. Nevertheless, the portion of
commission error associated with the wetland phase was 38%, but this phase occupied
just 1% of the total study area.
Scale Effect on Agreement between Maps
Resampling. The overall accuracies were consistent (41% and 42%) as the cell
size became coarser when individual vegetation classes were merged into different
phases (Table 4). Overall Kappa (*K) increased slightly (from 0.18 to 0.23), when
cell size became coarser considering different phases. The (*) denotes the value after

Fig. 5. Simulated vegetation phases (10 m cell size) and proportion of area corresponding to the total site area. Field-observed vegetation phase is listed in
parentheses.
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Table 5. Summary of Z Statistic Testsa
Individual
vegetation

Cell size

Resample
by phases

10 m

0.04

0.00003482

7.13

–

–

10 m

0.18

0.00005337

24.70

1.40

10 vs. 30

30 m

0.21

0.00030456

11.85

0.62

30 vs. 50

50 m

0.23

0.00065845

8.80

1.71

10 vs. 50

10 m

0.18

0.00005337

24.70

35.63

10 vs. 30

30 m

bf

0.55

0.00005337

75.09

16.08

30 vs. 50

50 m

bf

0.71

0.00005337

97.83

51.71

10 vs. 50

Neighborhood
by phases

K

Variance

Z**

Z***

Comparison

Resample by phases refers to the cell size used in conjunction with the merged phases;
neighborhood by phases refers to the surrounding buffer distance used (10 m = zero-cell
buffer, 30 mbf = one-cell buffer, 50 mbf = two-cell buffer); K = Kappa; variance = Kappa variance; Z** = Z statistic of single-error matrix; Z*** = Z statistic between two independent
error matrices; Zcrit at 95% confidence level is 1.96.
a

merging vegetation classes into phase. The agreement due to location (*Kloc) improved
(from 0.25 to 0.34), while agreement due to quantity (*Kqty) decreased (from 0.72 to
0.66) when cell size became coarser.
Neighborhood Cells. The overall accuracy increased from 42% to 68% and 80%
when the 10 m cell size considered the neighborhood cells of one cell buffer (30 m ×
30 m area) and two cell buffers (50 m × 50 m area), respectively (Table 4). Similarly,
the overall Kappa (*K) improved from 0.18 to 0.55 and 0.71, respectively. As a consequence, agreement due to location (*Kloc) also increased in both resolutions (from
0.25 to 0.75 and 0.97 in one- and two-cell buffers, respectively). The number of cells
that were predicted correctly increased from 567 cells to 805 and 919 cells for the
colonization phase in the 10 m cell size to the neighborhood one- and two-cell buffers,
respectively (Table 2). Similarly, for the cottonwood old transition phase, 2,546 cells
increased to 3,906 and 4,514, respectively.
Z Statistics Test
The null hypothesis test for Kappa between simulated and observed maps for
the 10 m cell-size data revealed that Z** was 7.13 considering individual vegetation
species (Table 5). However, Z** values were between 8.80 to 24.70 (Table 5), when
simulated and observed vegetation maps were resampled into 30 m and 50 m cell
sizes, respectively, considering five different phases. Similarly, in the null hypothesis
test between two computed Kappas from different resoultions considering vegetation
phases, Z*** values were between 0.52 and 1.71.
Z** values improved from 24.70 to 75.09 and 97.83 when neighborhood cells
were considered within one cell buffer (30 m × 30 m area) and two cell buffers (50 m ×
50 m area), respectively, to esimate overall Kappa (*K). Similarly, the null hypothesis
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test between two computed Kappas of different buffer distances considering vegetation phases revealed that the Z*** values were between 16.08 and 51.71. However, the
Kappa variance remained constant (0.00005337) in the one-cell buffer and two-cell
buffers, because modified overall accuracy and the original error matrix with 10 m cell
size were used to calculate it.
DISCUSSION
Agreement between Field-Observed and Simulated Map
The CASiMIR-vegetation model accuracy analysis was performed cell-by-cell,
using an error matrix to study the prediction capability of the vegetation model.
Performing an accuracy analysis of the vegetation model on the basis of a cell-by-cell
comparison may be a high expectation, given that there are large uncertainties in the
simulated results (Congalton and Green, 2008).
The model yielded significantly lower overall agreement (K) at the study area
when considering individual vegetation classes. However, the overall agreement
between the two maps was slightly better than randomly arranging pixels of individual
vegetation classes. The agreement is influenced by many factors such as the number
of categories, frequency, and uncertainty in the field reference data. In this analysis,
a different number of categories in observed and simulated maps might have lowered
the overall agreement because the categories wet forbs and shrubs, and reeds, forbs,
and shrubs did not exist in the observed map. It would be better to avoid an unequal
number of categories in simulated and observed maps for the error matrix analysis
(Boots and Csillag, 2006). The agreement (Table 4) due to the quantity (Kqty) was
higher than the location (Kloc). Therefore, Kloc contributed to a low overall agreement
(K) between the simulated and observed maps. Even though a high value of Kqty is
desirable, the Kloc is likely more important when judging the performance of a vegetation model because vegetation class and phase are highly dependent on location. Thus,
the locational accuracy may be a more important consideration than the accuracy of
the quantity of vegetation from the vegetation management point of view.
In general, the overall Kappa (K) was poor, even after merging different vegetation classes into phases (*K), although better than by randomly arranging pixels.
However, the agreement (*K) significantly improved in comparison to that based on
the individual vegetation (Table 1 and 4). One of the main reasons for low agreement was that large uncertanities existed in the input data and the model formulation
(Benjankar, 2009). In particular, the model failed to predict reed and grassland, and
cottonwood young transition phase.
The highest portion of the error was estimated at the location where the cottonwood young transition phase was mapped, in contrast to the model-simulated reed and
grassland phase. Another significant error was estimated at the observed cottonwood
young transition phase, which the model predicted as cottonwood old transition phase.
The analysis indicated that the spatial distribution of errors was unsystematic and random at different locations throughout the study site, and observed-category dependent.
The error associated with wetland phases was negligible because the area that was
occupied by this phase was significantly smaller than the area of the study site. The
distributed error for the wetland phase did not show up on the map (Fig. 5) because
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polygons smaller than 400 m2 (four cells) were eliminated. The error associated with
the colonization phase being mapped as cottonwood young transition phase was due
to the location being at lower elevation and error in mapping by digitizing the aerial
photographs (Benjankar, 2009).
Scale Effect on Agreement between Maps
Resampling. The analysis of the effect of scale using the resampling approach
(aggregation technique) considering different phases revealed that overall agreement (*K) slightly increased, but was poor in all cell sizes (10 m, 30 m, and 50 m).
Agreement due to location (Kloc ) also slightly increased (Table 4) as the cell became
coarser in contrast to Kqty, which decreased. The overall *K result was in contrast to
a study in Costa Rica, where the standard Kappa decreased as the cell size became
coarser (Pontius, 2002). Because the number of cells decreases as cell size coarsens, the aggrement due to chance is likely to increase with cell size (Pontius, 2002).
Nevertheless, it was difficult to conclude the effect of the resampling approach in the
current study when vegetation phases were aggregated into coarser cell sizes because
different agreements (*K, *Kloc, *Kqty) did not differ significantly within just a scale of
“three cell sizes” (10 m to 30 m to 50 m).
Neighborhood Cells. The study of scale effect considering neighborhood cells
revealed that the overall accuracy improved significantly from 10 m (zero buffer) to a
one-cell buffer (30 m × 30 m area) and two-cell buffer (50 m × 50 m area). The overall
agreement (*K) and agreement due to location (*Kloc) increased gradually. However,
the current analysis was based on an assumption that overall accuracy P(A) improved
when considering neighborhood cells but the fraction of agreement by chance P(E)
and maximum agreement that could be attained by rearranging cells P(max) remained
constant. Agreement due to quantity (Kqty) might not be constant in different buffer
distance tests as reported in this study. The analysis indicated that there was a considerable number of near-misses in the simulation at the 10 m cell-size scale because
*OA, *K, and *Kloc improved noticeably for neighborhood cells within one- and twocell buffers. If there are many near-misses in the comparison at fine resolution, the
agreement (K) will rise rapidly when an aggregation technique is used (Pontius, 2002),
but it will not rise until the later stage of aggregation, if there are many far-misses.
Z Statistics Test
The null hypothesis test using Z statistics for the significance of the independent
Kappa and between two independent Kappas at the 95% confidence level are summarized in Table 5. The computed Kappas between simulated and observed maps were
significantly better than from the random model (null hypothesis rejected since Z**
was greater than 1.96), considering that all vegetation classes are independent and are
different from one another. Similarly, Kappa was significantly better than a random
model, when simulated and observed vegetation classes were merged into five different vegetation phases (Table 5). The null hypothesis failed to be rejected when comparing Kappas of different cell sizes considering vegetation phases. This result was
straightforward, as the Kappas ranged from 0.18* to 0.23*. Therefore, we conclude
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that the original cell size (10 m) is best for the application of the CASiMIR-vegetation
model in the current study.
Conversely, the computed Kappas considering neighboring cells were significantly better than random models (Tables 4 and 5). The Kappa variance remained
constant in the three neighborhood experiments because the original error matrix (10
m cell size) was used to calculate variance. The Kappas between various buffer distances (i.e., 0 m, 10 m, and 20 m) were significantly different from each other because
the Z*** values were greater than 1.96 in all cases. Likewise, Kappa varied between
0.18 and 0.71 (Tables 4 and 5).
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Three different forms of Kappa statistics (*K, *Kloc, *Kqty) were helpful for suggesting areas to focus on in order to increase the accuracy of vegetation maps across
spatial scales. For example, Kloc and Kqty were useful in increasing the accuracy due
to location and quantity, respectively. Kappas were relatively low but significantly
better than random models considering both individual and merged vegetation, and
improved significantly in the case of merged vegetation. The Kappa results indicated
that it was more critical to improve location (Kloc) than quantity (Kqty) to achieve better
agreement (K) between simulated and observed maps in the case of different vegetation phases with a 10 m cell size.
The resampling approach indicated a slight improvement in overall Kappa, but
the estimated Kappa values for different cell sizes were not significantly different
from each other. Additional cell sizes should be considered in future studies to test if
aggregating vegetation at different cell sizes by resampling improves or worsens estimated Kappa. The scale effect by considering neighborhood cells revealed significant
improvement in Kappa within different buffer distances (i.e., 10 m and 20 m), indicating near-misses in the simulated map with the original cell size (10 m). This result was
likely due to uncertainties in the input parameters and model formulation using expert
knowledge (Benjankar, 2009). The Kappa statistics from an error matrix considering
neighborhood cells is a valuable tool for analyzing the capability of a dynamic vegetation model when used for riparian vegetation restoration planning and management.
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